ONTHE AUTOMORPHIC
FUNCTIONS
OF THE GROUP
(0,3;

Ix,l2,l3)*
BY

RICHARD MORRIS
The chief aim of this paper is to investigate the representation of groups of
the type (0,3;
lx, l2, l3 ) f and of the functions belonging to them, and in particular to show that for no other groups of this type except those already
studied X can the functions which are automorphic for the group be expressed in
terms of theta. functions which contain explicitly only one parameter the linear
transformations of which define the group in question.
The Biemann surface, of genus p, defined by the equation

(1)

W = (z-a)'iz-b)eiz-c)yiz-d)s,

in which a+ß+y+8=

kvik = 1, 2, 3), a, ß, y, 8 being each less than v,

depends upon only one irreducible parameter.
If the branch-points vary in any
way so that at the end of the variation they occupy their original positions (or
are permuted in case of equal exponents), the parameter undergoes a certain
transformation.
Let uAi = 1, 2, • • , p ; p = p) denote a set of linearly
independent integrals of the first kind of genus not less thiin p §, and let A¡ and
B. denote the results of integrating u. around the paths a. and b{ respectively.
Then the moduli of periodicity of uf at the cuts ak, bk are expressible in the

forih || m/¡Ai + nkBi, m'kAi 4- n'kB{.

Let û>; denote the quotient

Ai: Br

Then co. may be taken as the parameter of the Riemann surface.
Any other
such constant, cok, must then be expressible in terms of co., either linearly by
means of the bilinear relations among the moduli of the integrals of the first
♦Presented to the Society September 7, 1905. Received for publication Apiil 16, 1906.
fSee Frickk

and Klein,

Automorphe Funttionen,

vol. 1, p. 353, for this notation.

tBuRKHARDT, Mathematische
Annalen,
vol. 42 (1893), p. 185; Hutuhinson,
these
Transactions,
vol. 3 (1902), p. 1 ; vol. 5 (1904), p. 447; Young, these Transactions,

vol. 5 (1901), p. 81.
§ It is evident that p' is equal to 0 ( v ) and that <¡>
( v ) is always even for v > 2, where <¡>
(v)
is the number of values that q may have, q being taken as defined in J I. If p is greater than
0(f), then those integrals in excess of p( v) in number, which are dependent upon values of q
not relatively prime to v, will be of genus less than p and need not be considered in this connection.
|| See Automorphe Functionen, vol. 2, p. 135.
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kind, or transcendentally by the vanishing of certain theta formula?.
For each
monodromy of the branch-points of the Riemann surface the parameter co. undergoes a linear transformation, and the totality of these form a group T.
In the case of the elliptic Riemann surface, every function of co, as defined
above, which is automorphic for the group can be expressed by means of the
elliptic theta functions with zero argument and modulus co.
The hyperelliptic
surfaces W3 = (z — a){z — 6) (z — cfiz — d)2 and
W* = (z — a)(z — 6)2(z — c)2(z — d)3 were first considered from this point of
view by Burkhardt,*
and were further investigated by Hutchinson
* and
Young * respectively.
Hutchinson
* has also investigated the surface

W6 = (2 — a)2iz—6)2(z—c)3(z—df.
In these cases, the moduli for the
integrals of the first kind of genus p are all linearly expressible in terms of
a single parameter co which undergoes a linear transformation for each monodromy of the branch-points.
Every function of co which is automorphic for the
group of linear transformations
so determined for each of the above cases is
expressible in terms of hyperelliptic theta functions.
In the recently published work of Fricke and Klein on automorphic functions ■)■
a section is devoted to the general consideration of automorphic functions
which are associated in a similar manner with the Riemann surface (1). and the
suggestion is there made that such functions would be expressible in terms of
the theta functions whose moduli are those of the normal integrals of the first
kind for that surface.
The authors speak of the desirability of studying along
this line other cases besides those investigated by Burkhardt.
Following this
suggestion the present writer found, on examining a number of cases, that the
moduli co. are not all expressible linearly in terms of one of them.
The problem then is : What are the cases in which all the moduli of the p
integrals of the first kind of genus p are linearly expressible in terms of a
single parameter!
We shall show that there are none besides those referred
to above. The proof consists of two parts.
I. It is shown that there is a finite number of cases in which all the »,'s
reduce linearly to a single one. This is done by showing that any <a. cannot be
connected linearly with more than three others in case two of the exponents
a, ß, y, B are equal, or with more than seven others in case these exponents
are all different, and hence the p parameters co. can reduce linearly to a single
one only when p does not exceed 4 or 8 in the respective cases.
II. It is shown that this finite number of cases reduces to those already
known, by assuming that the automorphic functions are uniform, thus placing
conditions upon the multipliers of the generating substitutions of the group.
*Loc. cit.
tSee Automorphe Functional, val. 2, p. 131 et seq.
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I.

§ 1. a 4- ß' + y' + ¿" = v or 3v.
Let q be any positive number relatively
assume the relations given in the equations

prime

(2)

qy = Cv + y ,

qa = Av + a ,

qß = Bv + ß',

to v and

less than

v, and

qB = Dv 4 5',

in which A, B, ■• -, a , ß', •■ ■ are positive integers, and a', /3', ■■■each less
than v. Then all the integrals of the first kind of genus p can be expressed in

the form

'"J

(3)

r(z - a)Aiz — b)Biz — c)c(z - dfdz

W"

_

rE(z)dz

~= J ~W*~'

unless a -\- ß' + y' 4- B' = z>. In this event, however, there is another value
of q, namely qt = — q (mod. v), such that the sum of the corresponding
a , ß', y', B' is 3i>, giving two integrals of the first kind of the form

F^z)dz
«

Çz ■Ex(z)dz

and

-/

For, substituting

(5)

q¡ = v — q for q in equations

(2), we have

{v-q)a=A'v+a",

(v —q)ß

=, B'v + ß",

(v — q)y = C'v + y",

iv—q)B = D'v+B",

and by adding equations (2) and (5),
(6)

va=(A

+ A')v+d

+ a",

vß = (i? + B' )v + ß' + ß",

etc.

Since d, a", ■■• are positive and less than v, it follows that

d + a" = v,

/3'4-/3"=i>,

y'+

y" mmv,

B' + 8'=v,

whence

(a' 4- ß' + 7' + 8') + («" 4- /3" 4- 7" 4- ¿") = 4^,
and since a' 4- ß' + y' 4- S' = v, therefore a" 4- /8" 4- y" + B" = Sv.
it is evident from the following that there is no linear relation between the
moduli of the two integrals uk and uk+x. Let Ak, Ak+X and Bk, Bk+l denote
the values of these integrals when integrated along the period paths a, and by
respectively.
Since the denominators of these integrals are the same in both,
the table of moduli of periodicity for uk and uk+x will have the following form :

mxAk + nxBk

m2Äk-r-n2Bk

mxAk+x 4- nxBk+x\m2A^x

+ n2Bk+x

A m\Ak + n'xBk

m'2Ak + n'2Bi

m\Ak+x-Tn[Bk^m2Ak^

+ n'2Bl+x
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in which the coefficients m{, m'., n¡, n\ are functions of the vth roots of unity,
and m, = — 1, I», = C, m[ = 1, n[ = 0. The bilinear relation among these

moduli is
mti{m^h+ntBh){m\AM+n\BM)-(mtÁM+%,BM){m\Ah+n\Sk)}m.O
£
<=i
which reduces to

y^(w.„;
i=i

_ m'.n^A^^

- Ak+XBt) = 0.

If the second of these factors vanishes, we get Ak : Bk = A,.+x : Bk+i.
But this
cannot be, for then two rows in the table of moduli would differ only by a
factor of proportionality, which is evidently impossible.
Hence

p

T
I .(min¡ - «*>,)- o
and the relation becomes identity.
Accordingly cok is not linearly connected
with co/+]. Hence
Theorem I. In case the sum of the residues of qa, qß, qy, qB taken mod. v
is viq being relatively prime to v), there always exist two integrals of the
first kind uk, uk+l such that the corresponding parameters cok, <ai+, tire linearly

independent.
In what follows we shall therefore consider only those cases in which the sum
of the exponents a, ß, y, B is 2v, and also the sum of the exponents a, ß', y', B'.
obtained by multiplying a, ß, y, B by any integer q and reducing mod. v is 2v.
The different cases to be investigated are the following :

Class I.

a = /3 = 7 = 8.

«

2. *= ß = y 4=8.

"
»
"

3. a » 8, ß = 7, a + /8, a + ß *» y.
4. ß=y,
a=£ß*
B.
5. a =4=ß 4= y =4=B.
§ 2. The monodromy group of the Iliemann

The monodromy group for each of the classes, indicated
previous section, is next obtained.

surface.
at the end of the

Class 1. a = ß = y = B.
Since a + ß + y + 8 = 2v, a= v/2.
that of the elliptic Riemann surface.

The equation

(1) thus

reduces

to
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8.

A diagram for the Riemann surface in this class is given in Fig. 1, in which
the branch-points are connected by branch-lines with the point at infinity

Let

r dz

Ux= J w
be an integral of the first kind, and Ax,
along «, and 6, respectively, and put o- =
when integrated from the point in the ith
value z = zQalong a path circumscribing
tion and returning in the new sheet to

value z0 of z.

Bx the values of w, when integrated
e2*"". Also, let a. be the value of w,
sheet corresponding to a given fixed
the branch-point a by a positive rotathe point .corresponding to the initial

Let ß0 7¡ and 8. be similarly defined.

If
dz

«.- w'
then

dz

«.+.-/
the paths of integration

CT*W"

*1«

being as just defined, and hence,

Ax--=ax-

ßx

and

Bx = ßx - 7,.

We next determine the effect on the moduli A,, Bx of a monodromy of the
branch-points.
In the first place imagine the line joining the branch-points
a and 6 rotated positively about its middle point until a and b are interchanged.
The paths a, and 5, will be deformed at the same time into a[ and 6¡ as indicated in Fig. 2. Denote by A[ and B[ the result of integrating «, along the
new paths.
It is readily seen that these integrals take the form
A[ = ß1+a -

a1+a = -

o-"^,,

B'x=al-yl

= Ai + 31.
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If now ta, = Ax/Bx, we get

A[

- <r-¿,

B\ " At + £,'

whence

— o-~aco
CO, =

1

-a-

tox + 1

We denote this substitution on tu, by V..
Similarly, if the line joining 6 and c is rotated positively about its middle
point until 6 and c are interchanged, the paths a, and o, are deformed at the
same time into a[ and b[ as shown in Fig. 3. The integrals along the new

paths take the form
and

A[ - Oi H-/81+.- 7l+a - ft = ¿i + ít-5,

,

#;-ti+.-A+.--*-*■»»•
Dividing A¡ by i?¡, we get

which substitution is denoted by Sx.
Any other substitution produced by a monodromy of the branch-points
be obtained by a suitable combination of the substitutions Sx and Vx.

Class 3.

may

awmB, £ — 7, <t+ ß.

A diagram for the Riemann surface in this class is given in Fig. 4, where the
branch-points, as in Class 2, are connected with the point at infinity.
FIG. 5.

--"--:x\

SHEET \ + a*2ß

-

„

H.J0

"
,:

1+ 20T+/Î1 + 2H + 2/3 -._.

-
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case the values of the integral

and

Bx = ßx—yx.

In determining the effect on the moduli of a monodromy of the branch-points,
we first interchange b and c by a positive rotation.
The paths a, and 6, are
transformed at the same time into those given in Fig. 5. The values of the
integral along these new paths are

A\ = Ax 4- (o-*5 - o-*-" )Bx
Dividing

and

B\ = - tr~> Bx.

as in the previous class, we get
co'x= — aß co, 4- cr~a — 1,

which substitution is denoted by Sx.
In the next place rotate a about 6 positively.
The paths a, and 6, become
those of Fig. 6. Integration along these new paths gives

A\ = cr-w>Ax = AX (since a + ß = p)

and

B[ — Al + Bx.

Dividing, there is obtained

which substitution will be denoted by Vx.

Class 4.

ß = y,aep

ß^B.

The diagram for this case is the same as that given in Fig. 4.
the integral along the paths in the figure are as before,
Ax = ax + ßx+a — ax+ß — ßx

and

Bx = ßx — yx.

Interchanging
b and c, the new paths are shown in Fig. 5.
these paths gives,

A[ = AX + («r-i - tT-*-e)Bx

The values of

and

Integration

along

B'x = - *-+ Bx.

Thence, there is obtained
co[ = — <rs &>,4- a—a — 1,

which will be denoted by Sx.
By the rotation of a about b, the transformed
The new integrals are then

A ; = <r-<«+
»>A,

and

B[ - At + Bx,

whence
co =1

which we call Vx.

cox4- 1

paths become those of Fig. 6.

,
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a 4= £=)= y 4= 8.

for this class is given in Fig. 7.

SHEET lfi5
l+K + ,5"
1+ff +/Î+IÎ„
,♦;?♦(!»
l+nc+^t;l+ir + î' .—.

-

By the rotation of a about d positively, the «, path is transformed
into that
shown in Fig. 8, the bx path being unaltered.
The integral along the a'x path
then is

A\ =tri>+yAx 4- (o-t — o-»+v)Z?,,
whence we get
co[ = <7<3+vu>,4- cr> — o_a+ï,

which is denoted by <S,.
Again, by the rotation

of a about

h, the a, path is transformed

path of Fig. 6, and the o, path into that of Fig. 9.
and

A\ — cr-l'+V Ax

into the a[

From this is obtained

B[ = il-a-y)Ax

+ Bx.

Dividing A[ by B[ gives
a-(a+^co.

co, = ,

1

This substitution

is denoted
§3.

Linear

(l-o-Yjol.-l-l

by Vx.
relations

among

the parameters

co..

We next investigate under what conditions any given co is linearly connected
with other fti's and with how many others.
The following is the method of
procedure.
When any two branch-points
are interchanged, or when the line
joining any two is rotated positively about its middle point until the branchpoints resume their original position, a linear substitution on &>,is obtained, as
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was seen iu § 2, while simultaneous transformations are produced
other fti's. For each value of q there corresponds one co, or two
d + ß' + y' 4- B' = Zv (see § 1 ), and the transformation for a. will
from that for w, by replacing cr by a9 and writing co. for o»,.
If a linear relation between co. and a>,is possible, let it be assumed

(A)
v

433
on all the
co'a in case
be obtained
in the form

<o.= —'——-,.

'

'

ceo. + d

To determine a, 6, c, d the relation (A) is substituted in the transformations Sx and F| for the several classes of § 2, which, after solving for co'{,gives
transformations S{ and Vi on ft>(. Next, assume that the substitutions derived
by these two different processes are identical.
Comparing the coefficients
of co., we obtain three equations from each of the transformations S. and V¡,
from which to determine the values of a, b, c, d. In general, these conditions
are satisfied only by q = v — 1. .But for particular values of a, ß, y, 8 the
number of different values for q satisfying them may be at most three for class
4, and at most seven for class 5. The following is the application of the method.

Class 2. a = JS= 74= 8.
The substitution
Sx or co[ = — cr"cox— 1 becomes, by replacing cr by <r*and
changing », into co., S{ or co\ — — o**t»{— 1. Substituting
(^L) in Ä and
solving for (o[, we get

«a,r — «¿a"*— cd — be"I— bder"— d2 — bd
'

». [ ac 4- accr" 4- c2] 4- acZ — iccr« 4- cd

Comparison of the coefficients gives the equations

ado' 4- cd -h be
acZ4- eco-«4- cá =

\ '

oc?^ 4- <^4- 6¿
' '

'

j ,

id 4- 6ccr«4- C£?

(3)

'

ac 4- acff« + c2 = 0.

The substitution

Ft

— CT~aCO

or

co,1 ~

" **.!

», + 1 '

on changing cr into aq and », into co., becomes

Vt
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. *9

or

— o—'*».

« =-—p-'.
co.4- 1
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Using relation

(.4) and solving for to'., we get

fJulv

». [— ada~" — ab — be ] — bdcr~* — bd—b2
1~

Comparison

<o~[a2 + ac + aca~"]

4- ab + ad 4- bca—a

of coefficients gives the equations,

(4)

v '

adcr~" 4- «6 + 6c
_
-— =
ab + ad + beer-"

(5)

bda~" + bd + b2=Q;

^ '

a6 + ad 4- 6co—a~~

cr_aï •

'

There are two values of c in terms of a from equation
in terms of d from equation (5), giving four different
examined, which are,

Case 1, c= — a(l
« 2, c= -a(l

« 3, c = 0,
" 4, c = 0,

(3), and two values of 6
solutions of cases to be

4- cr"), b = — ¿(1 + cr~");
4- cr"), 6 = 0;
b = —d{\ +o--«);

6 = 0.

If each of these pairs of solutions is used in connection with equations (2) or
(6) as the case may be, it is possible to express b, c, d in terms of a.
The
above four different solutions then become

Case 1, c=— a(l
" 2, c= — a(l
" 3, c = 0,

4<r*), J = a(l4o-a),
¿=acr" ;
4- er"), b = 0,
d=— acr";
6= a(l + cr°), d= — acr";

" 4, c = 0,

6 = 0,

d= a.

Solutions 2 and 3 are to be discarded since equation (6) is not satisfied by
these values unless a — v/2.
From a4-/S4-74-o"
= 2j>it then follows that S
must also equal v/2, which is impossible for this class.
If the values from solution 4 are substituted in equations (1) and (4), we get
a"q=cr" and cT~"q—a~", whence is deduced the congruence iq—1 )a=0
(mod. v).
Since a and v must be relatively prime, the only value of q which satisfies this
congruence is unity, and co. is then identical with ft»,.
Substituting
the values from solution 1 in equations (1) and (4), we obtain
the congruence (c/4-l)a=0(
mod. v ). The only value of q less than v satis-

fying this is q = v — 1.
Since any one of the p

co'a may be taken for w,, we readily deduce the result ;
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Theorem II. For Class 2, any given co, corresponding to a value qxof q,
can be linearly connected with but one other co, namely with that one corresponding to a value q2of q satisfying the relation qx + q2 = v.
If 2n =p denotes the number of co'a, then there are at least n which are
linearly independent.

Class 3. ß = y, a = 8, «4= ß.
The transformation
Sx

or

eo[ = — crß », 4- er-" — 1

becomes
S.

Substituting
». =

or

co'. = — er«* eo( + o—>*— 1.

relation (.4) in Sx, and solving for »!, as before, we find

»{ [ dca-a — de — aderß — be ] 4- dia~a — d2 — bda* — bd
co.[ac 4- cJ 4- acer* — cJo-a] 4- ad 4- cd 4- Vo-9 — cda~

Comparing coefficients, we have the equations,

v'

W
(3)

dccr~"— dc — adcr* — be
ad+ cd + beer*- cder~"

cPtr^-cP-bda*
-bd
ad + cd + 6c<r"- cda~"

*■+*"*'>

ac + c2 4- acer* — c'a-" = 0.

The transformation

Vx or » =-■*-=■
1

becomes

'

»! + 1

V. or »'. =
Relation (J.), applied to substitution

».

». 4- 1-

Vx, gives

». [ ad — ab — be ] —6l
»¿a2 4- ab + ad — 6c

co ^= —■—■-.

'

Equations (4), (5), (6) follow from the comparison of coefficients :

ad — ab — be

W

ad -f-ab - be = 1 ;

(5)

-62 = 0;
a2

*•

ad + ab — bc~
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From equation (5), 6 = 0 and from (3) we obtain c = 0,or c== a(l + crß)/(cr~l — 1).
By the use of c = 0, equation (6) gives d = a, and equations (1) and (2) give
a9ß = o-3 and cr9"= cr", whence (ç- — l)ß m 0(mod. v) and (q — l)a m 0(mod. v).
The only value of q < v satisfying these congruences is q = 1, since a and ß
must be relatively prime, otherwise the Riemann surface would reduce.
Taking c = a(l 4- o-3 )/(o"_a — 1) we get, from equation (6), d = a, and
from equations (1) and (2) a9ß = cr~ß and cr~9" = a", whence iq 4-l)/3 = 0(mod. v)
and (o 4- 1 )a = 0(mod. v).
It is evident that q = v — 1 is the only value of
q < d that satisfies these last congruences, since a and /3 must be relatively prime.
Accordingly the result for Class 3 is the same as for Class 2. In particular
there are at least n== p'/ 2 linearly independent co'a.

Class 4. ß = y, a + £ 4. B.
The transformation
Sx or a>¡ = — <rßai, — 1 4- o—a

becomes
£.
Using relation

•

»;. = — a9ß co. — 1 4- 0-*".

(^4) in Sx and solving for co'., we obtain

ft) . [cd(cr-"
ft). =

or

— 1 ) - adaß - 6c] 4- 0^(0-" — 1 ) - 6aV8 — 6d

to7 [ac 4- acaß — c2(o—» — 1 )]To¿

+ 6c<r3-^cdicr-"

— l) '

Comparison as before gives the equations,

n\
W

cd (g"*-1)acZ^ - ^ _ „*<>
.
ad'+6co*-cä(<r--i)~
'
cZ2(0-«-l)-6áV-6d
__.S_I_a~9"_1
ad + bcaß -cd(a-"-l)~

/o\

W
(3)

•

ac + accrß — c2(o—• — 1)=

0.

The transformation
0—(a+3)ft),

F

or

ft)

i+ l

becomes
o--(a+3)?ft).

F

or

co'.=-—|—

«a.4- 1

Then using relation ( J.) in Vt and solving for &)!, we get

,
ft).[otfo-<'+»> - a6 - 6c] +6¿ [o--(a+s>-l]
-o2
W<= ia.Ta' + acTl - cr-"~ß )] + ad + «6 - bcer-^ß> '
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whence we obtain the equations,

aaV-(a+it> — ab — be
_—
ad~+~ab — bcer-("+ß,>

(i)

,T-(<>+fl)s.

(5)

bdcr-<"+"-b2-bd=0;

(R\

a2 + ac[l-<r-c+3)]

W

_

ad + ab - bccr-("+ß)~~

'

Equations (3) and (5) give two values of c in terms of a, and two values of 6
in terms of d, respectively, making four different solutions to be examined;
these are

1,

c = u^iri'

b = d[a-^ß>-l];

2,

c = 0,

6 = d[o--<«+'ä>-l];

3,

c = 0,

6 = 0;

4,

c = a -—-—a-,

1+ffi

cr

6 = 0.

— 1

These pairs of values, each combined with equation (6), enable us to express 6,
c, and d in terms of a, which values of b, c, d substituted in (1), (2), and (4)
give the following conditions, only twe of which are independent.
For solution 1, we have
a9ß = <r~ß ,

o-9" = cr"

whence it follows that (q + í)am

and

(q + l)ß

o-("+ß* = a°+ß ,

m Q (mod. v).

For solution 2,
cfß = <Tß,

whence (q—l)ß=(q

o--«« = a"+2ß

and

a-(B+s* = er"+ß ,

+ 1)(<*4- ß) = 0 (mod. v).

For solution 3,
cfi» = a-ß ,

a-9" = o—«,

and

o-(«+ß>i = o-(«+ß),

whence {q — 1)ß = iq — 1) a = 0 (mod. v).
For solution 4,
(i9ß = cT-ß,

whence (j + l)/3=

o~9" = o—(a+'J3)

(a - l)(a

and

o-íi+íJí

— o-ta+fl),

+/3) = 0 (mod. v).

It can be easily shown that q = i/ — 1 is the only value of q < d that will
satisfy the conditions of solution 1, and q = 1 the only value that will satisfy
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the conditions of solution 3, for otherwise a factor of v would be common to a
and ß, and the Riemann surface would be reducible.
Since a, ß, v cannot have a common factor, and neither can (a 4- ß), ß, v,
we have in solution 2 to consider only the following possibilities :
First, ß and v may be relatively prime ;
Second, (a + ß) and v may be relatively prime ;
Third, ß and v may have a common factor, and at the same time (a + ß) and
v may have a common factor.
First.
If ß and v are relatively prime, we find from (o — l)/3=
0 (mod. v)
that o = l, which excludes this possibility, since q must be different from unity.
Second.
If ( a4 ß) and v are relatively prime it is found from iq4- l)(a+ß)
mO

(mod. v) that q = v — 1.

But this will not satisfy iq — l)ß

= 0 (mod. v)

unless ß = v/2.
This value of ß makes solution 2 coincide with solution 1.
Third.
Suppose a 4- ß = a, a2, ß = ßx ß2, v = a, /3, v,, in which a, and ßx
are of necessity relatively prime.
Then ( q — 1 )ß = iq — 1 )ßx ß2 = px «, ß, v,,
say, whence (ç — 1 )ß2 = ^,a, v,. But ß2, a,, and i>, are relatively prime.

Put px = ß2p'x, then i? — 1 = p\ a, i>,. Similarly, from (y+

l)(o¡4-/S)=yi2i>

we find q + 1 = p2/3, v,, if p2 = /)2 *,.
Hence q — 1 and ç + 1 must contain i>,
as a factor.
But, since q — 1 and (/ 4- 1 differ only by 2, i>, can have only the
values 1 and 2. There is but one value of q between 1 and v which will satisfy
the equations q — 1 = p\ a, i»,, and q 4- 1 = p'2 ßx vx. For, suppose there are two
such values, which denote by qx and q. where q2> qx. Substituting
these values
in the equations, we have
qx — 1 = mx ax v,,

and

7, — 1 = m2ax i>,.

</, + 1 = nxßxvx,

and

q2 + 1 = n2 ßx vx,

in which «i,, 7»2, »i,, », denote the corresponding values of p' and ;).',. From
these equations, we derive q., — qx = ( m2 — mx ) a, vx = ( »t., — n, ) /3, v,, which
shows that iq2— qx) contains a,, ßx, and v, as factors, and since these are
relatively prime, iq., — qx) must equalpax/3,vx
or ^>v. Therefore q2 = ^)i^ 4- </,,

whence it follows that q. > »,
For solution 4, the same restrictions and possibilities apply as were employed
iii solution 2, giving the same results.
Summarizing, and observing that the same line of argument would hold if we
started with any other co in place of tu,, we note that in solution 1, any given co
can be linearly connected with at most one other.
The corresponding values of
o, say qx and q2, are connected by the relation qx 4- q2 = v. In solution 2, the
given ta may be connected with but one other, possibly a different one from that
of solution 1 ; in solution 3, relation (.4) becomes identity ; and in solution 4,
there may possibly be a still different a) connected with this given one.
Hence

the result :
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Theorem
III.
For Glass 4, any given co may be linearly connected with
not more than three others.
If it should happen for a particular Riemann surface of class 4 that each co
is linearly connected with three others, then the number of the 2n which are
linearly independent would be 2re/4 or n/2.
Accordingly, if the number of
»'s is greater than four, they are not all linearly expressible in terms of one.

Class 5. «4=/9 4=74= S.
The transformation
Sx

or

co[ = o^+y'û», + o->— off*

becomes
S.
Substituting

or

relation

ta'. = cfß+y)co.+ on — <f'(y-"\

(.4) in Sx and solving for co'. we obtain

»( [adcrß+y 4- edier* — er*-") — 6c] 4 bdcrß+y + d2(a-y — o-v-«) — bd
<U;= ~co.[äc — acaß+y — c2(o-> — cr*-")] + ad — b^ß+y~-^i(cry~—ay-")

'

As before, we derive the equations,
1_L-_k_J_¿.¡¡+y;q.
\}

adcrß+v + cd [ a* — crV-°~\ — be
ad - cd [er* - cry-"] -bccrß+y~

{)

bd(erß+y-l)

+ d1[cry-ay-"l
ad - cd [ay - ay-"] - be*ß+y

(3)

«c(l-o-8+>)-c2(o-v-o-v-«)

,

,

= 0.

The transformation
0-(«+3)ft)

^

«

■;=(i _„-,)„,4-1

U.

or

o'

becomes

Again, by substituting

0--(»+3«ft).

■ (í-o-'^H

and solving, we have

, _ co.[ada-l"+ß) -be-ab

(I-

o-v )] + bda-<"+^ - bd - 62( 1 - o-> )

w< — o. [«2(1 — o—>-)+ cic — accr-^+ß)]

Comparison

+r

+""¿6(1 — «-») 4- ad — 6c<r-<a+» '

of coefficients gives the remaining

equations,

W

««V-^+f» - 6c -«6(1
— 0—1-)
«6(l-o-i')
4 «(¿-6c<r-<«+3'

(5)

6(?o-(«+3»-6d-62(l-o-v)
«2( 1 - cr-y) + «c -

= 0;

«co-<«+<»>

«6(1"- cr-y) + ad-bccT-'"+ß) =--1-(T

"y-
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The third and fifth equations give two values of c in terms of a and two for 6
in terms of d respectively, making four cases to be examined, namely,
r,

-,

a(l-crß+y)
o-Y— a-y-"

Casel.

o--c«+0)_l
1 — o—y

c = —--,

b = d^-;

» 2.

c = 0,

6 = 0;

"3.

c = 0,

b = d^.-

" 4.

c = a-,

<T-("+ß)—\

1 — a-y

1 — aß-+y

6 = 0.

ej-y— ay-"

These pairs of values combined with the preceding equations give the following

conditions :

Casel.

(a) a*'+» = *-«+*>;
(6) o-"<s+3,= «r-<«+8);

(c) g*i — a'ty-') 4. o--?« = o- — o-<v-»' 4. a-y.
From (a) and (b), a91*-"- = o—*r-»>, whence o-''t = o-<t-«>+í«.

Substitute

these in (c), factor, and get the equation
[o-CH-n«_ l ] rjo-> _ a'i« j = 0.

Case 2.

(a) cr**+*!= o-3+?;
(6) o—(«+31î= cr-('*+3);
(c)

Equations

o-''* 4- <r~** — t7«('''~a, = o-_a — or*~a 4- ay.

(a) and (6) give a9{y-">= o-t-*, whence a9'' = o->_<,+«a.

Substituting

these in (c) and factoring

we obtain

rv*-i>«_l][o-!«-3-v]
Case 3.

=0.

(«) ***+*>« <73+v;
(6) o—(«+f)î = 0-«+3.
(C)

0-ÎY _

o-'/ÍY-«, _J_ o—îa _

aß _|_ a« + ß+y __ O.o+ 2fl+y>

Then (a) and (6) give ff**-"' = o-a+23+Y, whence o-»v= 0-«+¿/>+Y+ía.

Substituting

these, in (c) and factoring,

we obtain,

[o-î°+3 _ 1] [o-»+«+v _ 0-9«] =0.
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Using (a) and (6), o*»-*> = <r-(a+i"+»', whence *** — o-«""1-**
■*)+•».
putting these in (c) and factoring, we have
[ff?«-« _ 1] [o—(«+0+Y>_ o-?«]

Finally,

= 0.

For case 1, if d9+X)"= l, we find from (a) and (6) that (o 4-1)a,
iq 4- l)(/8 4- 7), and (a + l)(a 4- ß) are all divisible by v and hence by every
factor of j*. If a, a 4- ß, and ß -{- y should all contain a factor vx of y, then
ß, y, 8 would also contain vx, and the equation of the Riemann surface would
reduce.
Hence q 4- 1 must be divisible by all the factors of v, that is

q-{-l = v,orq

= v— 1.

Again, if a9"~y — 1 = 0, equations (a) and (6) give

qa-y

= (q + l)iß

+ y) =(q

+ l)i^

+ ß) = 0 (mod. v).

For these congruences, there are only two possibilities, namely,
a + ß=yxy2,

ß + y = aya2,

v = xxyxvx,

a + ß=yxvx,

ß + y = aivx,

v=vxv2.

and
For the first possibility, we find q—v — 1, which value of q satisfies all three
congruences only when a 4- y = v. For the second possibility, we can show, by
a method analogous to that used in the third possibility of class 4, that there is
but one value of q less than v and different from unity that satisfies all three
congruences.
There are accordingly not more than two different values of q •< v (one of
which is v — 1 ) which will satisfy the conditions of case 1.
For case 2, if o-(5_lM— 1 = 0, we get from (a) and (6),

(? - 1)« = (a - l)(a
The same possibilities,

4-/3) EE(0 - 1 )(/3 + 7) = 0 (mod. *).

and only those, apply here as in the first part of case 1,

whence q = 1.
Again, if a9"~y — 1 = 0, we have the congruences

q* + ym(q-l)(a

+ ß)m(q-l)(ß+j)mQ

(mod.«.).

There are here also only two possibilities, as in the second part of case 1. Consideration of these shows that q can have not more than one value less than v.
Thus there is not more than one value of q different from unity and less than
v which satisfies the conditions of case 2.
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For case 3, if a9"+ß —1 = 0, there are the congruences

qa + ßm(q-i)(ß

+ t)m(q

+ l)(a

+ ß)mO

(mod. v),

the first of which may have the form (q — l)a 4- (a + ß) = 0 (mod. v).
these we have only three possibilities, which are :
First, («4/3)
and v relatively prime ;
Second, (/3 4- 7) and v relatively prime ;

Third, «4- /3=7,7j,
From (a 4- l)(a

/3 + 7= a,a2, i'=7,a,i',.

+ /8) = 0 (mod. v), q equals v —1.

fies (q — l)(/S4-7)

In

This value of q satis-

= 0 (mod. v) only when ß 4- y = v/2, v, or 3i>/2, and

substituted in qa + ß = 0 (mod. i>) gives the congruence /S — a = 0 (mod. v).
But, since ¿8 and a can not differ by v, this is impossible unless ß = a. This
possibility is therefore to be excluded since it reduces Class 5 to Class 4.
From (q — l)(/3 + 7) = 0 (mod. i>), a equals 1.
But this possibility must
be excluded since q must be different from unity.
For the third possibility, we can easily show by methods already employed
that q can not have more than one value less than p.
Again, if ffío+a+s+Y _ 1 = 0, we have the congruences

ea + a + ß + y m (q -l)(/8

+ 7) m (q + I )(at + ß) m 0

(mod. v),

the first of which may have the different forms ( o 4- \)a + (ß+y)
= qa — 8= 0
(mod. v).
There are the same possibilities for this second part as for the first.
From (q-rl)(a-r
ß) = 0 ( mod. v ), for the first possibility, we find q=v—\,
which imposes the condition $4-7 = 1». The second possibility is to be excluded
because it reduces Class 5 to Class 4, since from (a — l)(/S + 7) = 0, we
deduce q = 1, which inserted in qa — 8=0,
gives a = 8. For the third possibility we can show by former methods that q can not have more than one value
less than v, which value may be different from those already obtained.
The total result in this case is that there are not more than two distinct values

ofa(l<a<«>)

possible.

Finally, for case 4, we have the following two sets of equations,

qa-ßm(q+l)(ß

+ y)m(q-l)(a+ß)mO

(mod. v),

and

iq-l)a-(ß

+ y) = (q + l)iß

+ y) = (q-l)(a+ß)

= 0

(mod. v).

The relation (a — l)a— (ß + y) m 0 may also be written qa 4- 8 = 0. There
are the same possibilities for each of these two sets of equations as in the previous case, for which there are similar conclusions, namely, in case neither
(/3 4- 7) nor (a 4- ß) are relatively prime to v there are not more than two
values of o(l <?<")
which satisfy all the conditions.
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Summarizing, we find that in each of the cases 1, 3, 4 there may be two distinct values of q different from unity and less than v, and only one value of q
in case 2, one of these seven values of q being v — 1 . Hence,
Theorem IV.
For Class 5, any given co cannot be linearly connected with
more than seven others.
If it should happen that all the co'a under consideration should separate into
sets of 8, those in each set being linearly connected, then the number of those
linearly independent
would be 2n/8 orw/4.
Accordingly, if the number of
co'a is greater than eight, they are not all linearly expressible in terms of one.
As a result of the investigation of these five classes, we conclude that only a
finite number of Riemann surfaces can exist for which all the co's are linearly
connected.

Part

II.

In order still further to reduce the finite number of cases which exist, we
assume that the automorphic
functions under consideration
shall be uniform,
which requires that the fundamental region for the group of substitutions of any
o), must be a polygon, the angles at whose vertices are aliquot parts of 27r. This
imposes certain conditions on the generating
substitutions
of the group.
Suppose such a transformation
to be written in the form

•'—A = xa-A
»' -/a

°>—ft

where f and f2 are the two fixed points.
Then for the generating substitutions
of the groups under consideration,
the " multiplier,"
K', must have the form
e2ni(li±Vl)

in whichp and 1(1 > 1) are integers.
The method of procedure
clear by the consideration of Class 4, ß = y.

will be made

§ 1. Values of lx,l2, and l3 of Class 4If the transformations
of this class are compounded,
transformation
Tx = SXVX, namely,

,

- », + a* - 1

a),1 =-j.-.

»,4-1

The value lx of I for this substitution is therefore
Since the multiplier for the substitution
Sx

or

there

2.

co[ = — aß eu, 4- ( a~" — 1 ),

is obtained

the
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is — aß = — e2*1*'", it follows from the above assumption in regard to K, that
ß must satisfy the relation

(1)

?+*-**£•

where l2 denotes the values of I for Sx.

From the inequality 0 < ß < v follow

2/8-f

i*$

+ v ^»

Hence, since 1//, is positive and does not exceed \, formula (1) reduces to

2/9—1»

(2>

TT—*Ç-

1

It is evident that ¿2cannot equal 2, as otherwise /3 would be divisible by v.
We proceed, then, to investigate the case l2 > 2. The substitution

ä;.

or

o>:= — o-*'». 4- (o—' — 1 ),

which is simultaneous with Sx, must also satisfy the same conditions, and hence

2/8'-».
2d

1
-±Z2'

from which follows ß' = &2( l2 ± 2 ). There are two cases to be considered,
according as l2 is odd or even.
We first take l2odd.
The fraction (2/8 — v)/2p will reduce to the form
±l/l2
only when p is even. We may therefore assume

(3)

v=2,y2

and

/3 = ifc2(J2± 2).

From (2), part I, § 1, a/8 takes the form mi» 4- /S', whence, from the preceding
relations,

ß'-qkt(lt±2)-2mktlt.
Comparing

this equation with ß' = k2( l2 ± 2 ), we have

qk2(li±2)-2mk2l2

= k2(l2±2),

whence
±0±l

= Z2m4-(l-o)/2/2.

Hence a = ± 1 (mod. ¿2).
lt is evident

that l2 may equal 3, since all values of q not divisible

by 3

satisfy the congruence q m ± 1 ( mod. 3 ).
On account of theorem III, the number of parameters » cannot exceed 4,
that is, the number of values of q, greater than unity and less than v which
are relatively prime to p, must not exceed 3. Hence v cannot exceed 12, and
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since l2 is an odd factor of i», it cannot exceed 3, except that l2 may be infinite
in case ß = i»/2.
Next, take l2 even and equal to 2X2. From (2) p. 444, we may assume

v=k2X2

(4)

and

/3= MV^1).

Accordingly

whence
ß'=qk2{-*^-mk2X2.

Since ß and ß' are required to satisfy the same condition (2), we have

whence ±a±l
= X2(l4- 2m — íí),ora=±l(
mod. X2). This congruence is
satisfied by all allowable values of q when X2 equals 2 or 3, that is, when l2 = 4
or 6. The only other possible values for X2 are 4 and 6, and for i», 4, 6, 8 and
12. The cases v = 4 and 6 give nothing new. For v = 8, X2= 4, the condition 2/8 = k2( X2± 1 ) gives ß = 3 or 5. Since ß' satisfies the same relation,
it can take no additional values. But for ß = 3, q = 3, we find ß' = 1. If
i»= 12, X2= 4, then 2/8= 3(4 ±1)
does not give an integer value for ß.
Thus it is seen that X2= 4 is impossible.
In a similar manner, it may be shown
that X2= 6 is also impossible.
Hence the only possible values for l2 are 3, 4, 6.
Since the substitution Vx has the fixed points (a~"-ß — 1) and 0, it may be
written in the following form :

co[— o--"-" 4-1

», — a~"-ß + 1

from which we deduce

But, as stated for the substitution
whence

Sx, this must be of the form e2*t<-p*ll''),

Now from the inequalities 0<a<i»,
and 0</8<i»,
Hence four values are possible for a + ß, namely,

v

l3

v

is

we get 0 <(a-r/8)/i»<2.

P

t3
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The fraction l/l3 may be put in the more general form kjl3k3, whence we find
v = k3l3. Then the four possible values for a + ß are given in the equations

f(a),

(6)

a + ß = k3(l3±\),

(6),

a + ß = k3(2l3-l),

(c),

a + ß=k3.

Since qa = mi» 4- a', and qß = nv 4- ß', where m and n are positive integers or
zero, we have

(a)

a' 4- ß' = qk3(l3±: 1) — (m 4- n)i»,

(6')

a' +/3' = ^3(2Z3-l)-(m

(c')

d + ß' = qk3 — (m + n)p.

+ n)i»,

And as a 4- ß and a + /3' must have the same form, four possibilities are to be

considered.
First, suppose a 4- ß = k3, then a' + ß' = qk3 — (m 4- »)i».
must be one of the forms (a), (6), (c) of (6).

Taking

But a' + ß'

the condition

(a), we

get qk3 — (m + n)p = k3(l3 ±1),
which by the use of i»= k3l3, becomes
k3(q±l)
= k3l3(m 4- n 4- 1), whence q = ± l(mod. Z3). Taking the condition (6), we have qk3 — (m 4 n) i»= k3( 2l3 — 1 ), which gives q = — 1 ( mod. i3).
Taking condition (c), there results qk3—(m-\-n)v=k3,
from which o=l (mod. ¿3).
Proceeding in like manner with the values of a 4- ß given in (6) and (c) of (6)
we obtain the same conditions for q as before.
Therefore, all the numbers q
must satisfy the congruence q = ± 1 (mod. l3 ).
It is evident that l3 may equal 2, 3, 4, 6, since all the numbers q not containing 2, 3, 4, or 6 as a factor will satisfy the above congruence.
If l3 = 5,
we obtain i»= 5, 10, 15, etc. But for these values of i» some of the numbers q do not satisfy q = ± 1 (mod. 5).
It is not necessary to examine for
values of p greater than 10, since the number of values of q will then exceed 4
(see theorem III).
Hence l3 cannot equal 5. In the same way it can be shown
that I cannot equal any number greater than 6.

The values Z,= 2, l2 = 3, 4, 6, and l3 = 2, 3, 4, 6, in those combinations
only which satisfy the inequality

111,
ll

l2

l3

give us three sets, namely, lx = 2, l2 = 4, l3 = 6 ; lx = 2, l2 = 6, l3 = 4 ;
/!, = 2, Z2= 6, l3 = 6.
Using the first set in connection with equations
(4) and (6) of this section, and p = k3l3, we obtain the Riemann surface

WX2= (z - a)(z - 6)9(z - cf(z - df.

For k = 12, q has the values 1, 5, 7,
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11, which are found to satisfy the congruence conditions, of § 3, class 4, part I.
Thus the necessary conditions that the four »'s may be linearly dependent »re
fulfilled.
These, however, are not sufficient, as it is seen by actually working out
the table of moduli that two of the co'a are linearly independent.
Hence this
surface is to be excluded.
In a similar manner using the second set of values
for the l'a, we obtain the Riemann surface WX2=(z—a)(z—bf(z—c)*(z—
d)\
which must also be excluded, for the same reason as before.
The third set of
values for the l'a gives the surface H7_6= (z — a)3(z — b)2(z — c)2(z — df,
which has already been treated (see footnote p. 425).

If l2 equals infinity, we get the three sets Z, = 2, l2 = oo, Z3=3;
I = 2, l2 = oc, l3 = 4 ; Z, = 2, l2 = oo, l3 = 6, which however give nothing
new. Hence we conclude that no new cases of the kind sought for are found

in Class 4.

§ 2. Values of lx, l2, l3 for class 5.
By compounding the transformations
formation Tx — V~x S\~], namely,

of this class there is obtained

the trans-

Û), + a~"+y — ay

co, =
1 ( o—■*— 1 ) ft), 4- a~" + o-T— 1 '

By the method employed for substitution
values for K, namely, for Tx,
K

=

a"+y

Vx in Class 4, we obtain the following

=

e2"1(a+Y"1'

for Sx,
Iv=

aß+y = e2nUß+yVv

for Vx,
Iy' = a"+ß = e2»*(«+0y>'.

There are sets of equations for a 4- 7, ß 4- y, and a+ß,
similar to those of (6)
of the previous section, where Z,, l2, l3 denote the I for substitutions
Tx, Sx,
and Vx respectively.
The value of i» is given by the following equations,

(8)

(a)

i»= Z,kx,

(6)

v=l2k2,

. (0

v = l3k3.

By the method of the preceding section it may be shown that q must satisfy the
congruence q = ± 1 ( mod. Z.),(i=l,2,3),
and that Z,, Z2, Z3may each have
only the values 2,3,4,6.
It will not be necessary to examine in this connection for values of i» greater than those in which there may be eight values of q

(see theorem IV).
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Taking only those combinations of the Z's which satisfy the inequality
above, we obtain the equation of but one Riemann surface, namely,
W2i = (z -a)(z-

(7)

b)xx(z - c),9(z - d)X7,

in which Z, = 2, Z2= 4, I = 6. It may be shown that all the necessary conditions that the eight parameters may be linearly connected are satisfied.
Whether
they are actually so connected, we do not need to determine, since the »-group
in this case would be (0,3;
2,4,6)
and functions belonging to this group
can be expressed more simply by means of hyperelliptic theta functions.*
If
one of the Z's is assumed equal to infinity, nothing new is obtained.
Therefore no new cases are found in Class .5.
Finally, in classes 2 and 3 the value of i» cannot be greater than 6, as otherwise there would be more than one linearly independent co according to theorem
II.
All the surfaces for i» equal to 6 or less have been examined and nothing
new is found.
Rutgers

College,

New Brunswick,
* See Hutchinson,

N. J.
On the functions of the croup (0,3;2,6,6).

